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Barton Hill LGB Meeting – Notes & Actions (DRAFT) 
05/05/2021 @ 16:00  
Venue: Online Teams Meeting 
 
Present: Fiona Westwood (Chair/FW), Judy Clarke (JC), Alex O’Driscoll (AO) Iulia Pickup (IP), Nicola Clarkson (NC), Polly Davis (PD) from item 7, 
Rachel Hubbarde (RH) from item 10 
 
In Attendance: Andrew Ford (AF), Julia Harrow (JH), Gayle Myring (GM), Trystan Williams (TW), Linda Corbidge (Clerk to LGB) 
  
Apologies: Shelley Kent (SK), Hodan Shirwa (HS), Sophie Palmizi (SP) 
 
Absent: Anas Abdelsalam, Simon Holmes (SH) 
 
Declarations of interest: None 
 

Item 
No 

Title Decision 
taken 

Action Action 
Owner 

Target 
date 

Progress Update 

Items for Decision 

1. WELCOME & 
APOLOGIES 

NOTED 
 

- - - - 

- 

2.  MINUTES OF 
PREVIOUS MEETING 

APPROVED - - - - 

- 

3.  GOVERNANCE NOTED AF to advise LC if any interest received from staff 
following email re staff governor vacancy from 10/7. 
LC to liaise with FW re AA’s non-attendance. 
 

AF 
 
LC 

30/6/21 
 
27/5/21 

In progress 
 
In progress 

RH term of office is ending 10/7 – AF will email all staff for interest before 10/7    AA non-attendance was noted – LC/FW would discuss next steps. 
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4.  MATTERS ARISING 
 

NOTED Follow up one governor to complete safeguarding 
training (AA – see item 3). 
 
 

3. Training – ET will record and put together a menu of 
training to put on Governor Hub.  Taken forward for 
ET/AF/FW to look at. 
 
7. First draft AIP to be circulated to governors a week 
before AER 
 
10. All Link Governors to book meeting with school staff 
link (remotely at present) and email visit form for 
meeting papers (to AF) 

LC 
 
 
 
AF/FW/ET 
 
 
ET 
 
 
 
 
ALL 
 

 
 
 
 
20/6/21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Term 5/6 

Completed 
 
 
 
In progress 
 
 
In progress 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 

- 

5. EXECUTIVE UPDATE 
 

NOTED Governors thanks to be passed onto all staff. AF 27/5/21 - 

TW briefed on the shared document detailing the Trust’s five key strategic areas/annual plan.   TW complimented the team at Barton Hill on the 
curriculum. 
Governor Questions:  

• Is “developing staff, being kind” in relation to staff wellbeing?    TW explained that dealing with staff and parental complaints in the trust was 
more challenging than ever; it was important there was a high leadership team profile and re-connecting of teams.   One of the key areas is being 
kind; an enhanced package of additional support is available.   Evidence shows day to day interaction between adults in the school.      

• What training is in place for non-teaching staff?     AF assured governors that everyone is included - AF wants a culture where everyone feels 
comfortable.   TW explained that his key responsibility in Barton Hill in Term 5 is to work alongside AF and the leadership team to ensure finances are 
as robust/accurate as possible and check on engaging staff members/restoration of relationships.    TW said the atmosphere around the school has 
seen most of the children being engaged most of the time which was a tribute to all the staff.   Governors commented that it was good to hear that 
pupils are keen and engaged and requested their thanks be passed to staff.   TW said he had been impressed by the warm interactions with staff and 
pupils, with an open-door policy and he felt reassured that pupils know where to go.  
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6. FINANCE 
 

NOTED - - - - 

6.1 Management Accounts 
Accounts for March had been received, April results were not available due to timing of meeting.  JH briefed on highlights which included a year to date 
£54K negative variance.  Governors noted that JH was working hard on year end forecast which was better but looking like £25K deficit.  Income 
variances included trips/school lunches; Catch Up Grant will be increased by end of the year; backdated income not yet received from BCC.  There had 
been a big variance in salaries resulting from academic teaching cover - some staff leaving helps the financial position and IT costs due to provision of 
laptops for home learning.   
TW reported that potentially some staff members were going to be away from work for some time.    As there had been severe challenging behaviour in 
some classes, following a risk assessment, an additional adult had been sought in one of the classes which will also be some additional spend.  
Governors noted the risk was being monitored weekly.   AF advised there was a possibility of saving half a salary by being strategic, with the expectation 
of further savings next year.  Governors said that whilst they are mindful that the Trust has to be on track financially, the welfare of pupils is 
paramount and supported the need to go beyond budget for this reason.    
Governors asked whether the high spend on laptops would continue next year, and whether laptops were being returned by Year 6.    JH 
confirmed the same budget of £20,000 was in next year’s budget for IT replacement; will become more manageable as a rolling budget.  AF confirmed 
laptops would be returned. 
 
6.2 Budget for 2021/22 
JH was currently working on the budget for next year, which would go to the Trust Board before half term.  JH advised there was looking to be a deficit 
due to pupil numbers dropping – currently looking at staffing/tutoring using Superstars/restraints on IT.  There is an element in the budget for school 
improvement – the plan is for the Trust to provide expertise rather than external; the Trust will provide an enhanced school improvement offer next year. 
 

7. CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT (2020-
2022) – Andrew Ford 
 

NOTED - - - - 

AF shared an Impact Model on the Barton Hill curriculum which was undertaken as part of his NPQH qualification.    
AF briefed governors on curriculum development at Barton Hill; built on science of learning and the importance of prior knowledge.  TW commented that 
the background and science behind the curriculum is a tribute to the amount of progress we are currently seeing in children at Barton Hill; impact would 
be seen in assessments in June.   Feedback from staff was positive.   AF assured governors that he felt confident that teachers know when knowledge is 
taught.   
Governors asked if questions were repeated to revisit knowledge – AF said they were always looking at progression and sequencing maps.    
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8. PRINCIPAL’S REPORT NOTED AF to circulate dates of AER meetings to governors AF 27/5/21 In progress 

Principal’s Report 05/05/2021; AER Minutes 23/04/2021 had been received. 
FW had attended AER where the leadership team had reported in depth on the data – FW encouraged all governors to attend future meetings.   
 
Quality of Education – AF is upskilling teaching staff – percentages on report remained static – AF reassured governors that teachers were receiving 
coaching - the teachers not yet effective are those who are most vulnerable and have been affected by the pandemic.   AF reassured governors that the 
CPD programme was continuing; a lot of support was being put in place whilst managing staff wellbeing.   
 
Attendance – GM reported attendance for Term 4 at 94.4%; there were a few children out of the country – know where they are.  We are continuing to 
work with the Education Welfare Officer for children who are persistently absent (below 90%).   Parent surgeries were planned for Term 6 if possible. 

9. VT CATEGORISATION 
REPORT FOR 
ACADEMY 
IMPROVEMENT 

NOTED NC to link with leadership team re parent 
communications.   Report to June meeting. 

NC/AF 21/6/21 In progress 

TW had shared the March Categorisation Report.   
TW explained the reports are provided for each school in the Trust – it will be updated in the next 4-5 weeks.   TW will work with the leadership team and 
governors on the report.  For context TW advised that other school reports are similar. 
 
AF commented that ‘leadership’ extends to subject leaders – it had been the most cohesive year re Trust support for subject leaders. 
Behaviour in school is very calm.   
NC asked if the communications section referred to within school or parents.  TW - document shows between staff – it is red/amber in all schools as 
communication is not what it used to be due to the pandemic – The Trust were working with schools – additional 1:1s in place and staff committee for 
colleagues to share concerns and finding solutions collectively.  AF commented that it is helpful to get feedback from staff/parents and asked for further 
ideas on how we get parent/carer voice?      NC from a parent perspective communication is an issue – AF will look at systems and processes for 
obtaining feedback to review as a priority.  TW said that most schools were thinking about issuing questionnaire re coming out of pandemic – which 
should be translated for parents.   AF – the school were missing the face-to-face parent forum for communicating.   

10. STAFF WELLBEING 
 

NOTED  - - - 

AF reported on the approach taken to open channels of communications amongst staff; setting up a staff working group where a staff representative will 
meet with AF/TW/JD on school improvement – a democratic approach.    There were challenges – two staff signed off, constant review; mixed reasons; it 
is about helping colleagues in school and developing resilience. TW is in school tomorrow with appointments all day – majority of concerns shared by 
email have not been work related.  AF – making sure listening and showing action.   
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Governors asked what the morale was in school – AF said these were challenging times – morale was mixed.  The leadership team had been 
amazing and there had been great support from the Trust.  Listening to the staff it feels things are improving; we are continuing to do what we are doing.  
Governors said they valued the honesty as they are not able to be in school at present.   
Governors asked how the leadership team was feeling.  AF said the leadership team were living the values of the school, been extremely resilient - 
feel well supported by the staff and TW.   RH added that it feels like a togetherness. 
GM agreed with AF – the team was holding more than usual but were all looking after each other; TW and the Trust had been a great support.   TW said 
it had been uplifting to work with the team who had a will and desire to drive improvement and to look after staff members and children.   Thank you to the 
team for everything they are doing – it is making a huge difference.  FW thanked the leadership team for all they are doing in the current challenging 
times and to TW, LGB members and the Trust.   

11. GOVERNOR 
MONITORING 
REPORTS 

NOTED Pupil Premium Report from SK/NC for June meeting. 
LAC Visit Report from NC for June meeting. 
Clerk to email Template Visit Report. 

SK/NC 
NC 
LC 

21/6/21 In progress 

The following reports were received: Safeguarding 23/04/2021 & 30/04/2021; Health & Safety 12/04/2021, 23/04/2021 & 04/05/2021; Curriculum 
30/04/2021.   
Curriculum - AF thanked PD for her challenging questions on her visit. 
Pupil Premium - NC had met with SK yesterday to review the report– it looked good.  There were one or two things to be finalised as it had been difficult 
this year due to working out percentages of staff working with PP.       
Looked after children – NC was clarified as LAC governor, report to next meeting. 

12. SAFEGUARDING NOTED - - - - 

TW is supporting for Term 5.  GM is also reporting to FW and IP weekly and working alongside Jenny and Tracy Jones from the Trust.  IP had shared 
visit notes on Safeguarding; IP had been totally informed of everything – it had been very open, honest and productive.  The whole team was working well 
together and all moving positively.    TW thanked IP for providing challenge to the team on these areas.    TW was encouraged to hear that transparency 
between the leadership team and governors is working well.  FW thanked the team at the school and TW/the Board for their support which gives the LGB 
a good level of reassurance that they are on top of things but not complacent. 

13. HEALTH & SAFETY NOTED AF will follow up on training for Handsam. AF 27/5/21 - 

Following discussions with Richard Clayton, IP emphasised that going forward school staff must upload and document evidence of all tasks they 
are doing on Handsam for a central record.   AF said it had been recognised during the audit that, as a priority, there needed to be a review of users 
and staff training on Handsam. 
IP asked what trips could take place for Year 6.  AF said there would be no residential this year. 

14. FACILITIES & ESTATES NOTED TW will look into the Central Estates Team organising 
external specialist accessibility audits across the Trust. 

TW 21/6/21 - 

AF – Estates and caretakers have fixed issue by bike sheds.     
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The meeting closed at 6.00 pm 
 
Next LGB meetings, 4.00 pm Mondays 
Monday 21st June 

 

IP said that ET had asked her to help to look at disabled access into the school – TW recommended an external specialist accessibility audit be 
undertaken.    IP asked if the Trust Estates Teams should have the responsibility to organise audits across the Trust. 

15. POLICIES NOTED - - - - 

The draft PSHE Policy (including RSE) and appendix 4 LGBT parent leaflet had been received.  Governors noted compliance. 
 

16 ANY OTHER URGENT 
BUSINESS 

NOTED     

FW thanked AF and the staff, commenting that she felt reassured that in the current circumstances SLT are on top of things and well supported by the 
Trust and other governors. 


